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Abstract 

It is shown that the composite scalars recently introduced to explain 
o • — the high Z -* « e Y rate contribute too such to the lepton anoaalous 

magnetic moments, unless one uses very accurate chiral syaaetry or 
composite models with two preonic scales. 
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The discovery ot the hard photon in a few events of Z -decay [!) 
has given rise to hectic activities in the large field of composite 
aodels [2). 

In these «odeIs it is common belief that quarks and leptons consitc 
of acre fundamental objects, preons, which have a short range strong 
interaction yielding our known quarks and leptons as well as gauge bosons 
»» bound states, and the normal electroweak interactions are the residual 
van der Waals forces of the original preon interaction. The aomentusi 
scale associated with coapositeness is usually assumed to be of order 
A & I TeV. If one looks to the spectrum of bound states, scalar a» well 
aa pseudoscalar particles appear [3-7], which have a mass around the 
ususl gauge bosons, M_ * H, _. Such scalar particles have residual inter
actions with the known fermions and the electroweak bosons as well, and 
it is this feature which is assumed to give rise to the anomalous decay 
of the Z into a hard photon to a much higher rate than is expected from 
electroweak gauge theory. 

It is the purpose of this note to point out that such scalar particle« 
alno contribute to the anomalous magnetic moments of the electron and 
muon in an unacceptable high amount. That this may happen in composite 
models has already been pointed out by Brodaky and Drell [Si. The scale 
of coapositeness is bounded by the anomaly to '1 > I06 GeV, unless one 
believes in a special mechanism that prevents interactions at a lower 
mass scale of contributing too much to the anomaly. One such mechanism 
is chiral symmetry. Brodsky and Drell [61 have proven that in chiral 
models of lepton constituents, the contribution to the anomaly linear in 
m /M cancels and is therefore of order 0(m /M) 2. We will show that the 
same situation appears if gauge bosons and scalars are constructed by 
constituents with a residual chiral symmetry. On the other hand, cbiral 
symmetry must be broken unless one would not be able to produce non-zero 
quark masses, especially the recently reported top mass around 35 - 45 
GeV [9]. So, composite models with only one prconic scale seem to be in 
troubles, also for other reasons like K. * M« decsy (10). 

Recently, Pati (111 proposed a model with two different preonic 
scales to avoid such difficulties and to explain the observed mass hierar
chies. In a consideration based on a minimal flavon-chromon model (12), 
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there are two different QCD-like forces, metacolor and hypercolor with 

scales A,, t 150 - 1000 TeV and /L x I TeV, where th« foraer binds to

gether the light quarks and leptons and the latter the heavier ones. We 

suggest th.it in such a model no problem with the auon anomaly 

appears. 

Let us briefly repeat the effective interactions of the scalers 

discussed in connection with the Z° decay [4,5]. One introduces a pair 

of neutral spin 0 particles 

<M.S> 

which couples universally to all fermion pairs via 

Leff " h ? ( M * i Y 5 S ) f * 0 > 

Furthermore, these particle, have interactions with the gauge bosons [3] 

FZ " 7 C2Ö * w v H • c Ö»w &° S) . (2) 
eff A uv i/vpo 

One remark should be noted. Since the calculated contribution to the 

lepton anomaly is linear in the coupling constants h and k, it depends 

crucially on the relative signs of the different terns in the Lagrangian 

as well as the definition of y (we use (I • > )• - lefthanded field). 

The aodel possesses exact chiral symmetry, provided 

H^ i MgC 40-50 CeV) . (3) 

A is the effective compositeness scale -v I TeV, k is assumed to be of 
0(1) 15], and h has been determined by ref. [3] from Z° ^*V"Y decav 
using vector meson dominance for gauge bosons, 

£ L XT* . <«> 

Now let us calculate the anomalous magnetic moment ol the electron 

and rnuon. The relevant Feynman diagrams ere shown in Fig. I - 3. Obviously, 

http://th.it
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diagraa I and 2 give the dominant contribution The anomaly i s defined 
by the standard QED-vertex 

uv o q 
If - - i e G V ) ( A , • i — £ - * F 2) u(p) c y(q) 

(5) 
F 2(0) - « - I I I . 

A straight forward calculation yields the desired result . Graph I and 2 
yield identical contributions, but with opposite sign for scalar and 
pseudoscalart 

F, » i n % -r (log log —) . (6) 
2 2.2 ^ A » £ M| 

In the limit of exact chiral symmetry, R, » M , the sum of both terms 
vanishes identically, so we can repeat the statement of Brodsky and 
Drell (8). Graph 3 yields 

B(3) 1* ,«2 N 7, m* *•! ll x .,, 
P, • {—(log T) (log -T-) . \7) 

2 8.2 Mj m2 6 h| m* 6 

In order to compare our result with experimental numbers, let us denote 
the difference between the experimentally measured values and the 
theoretical calculations (without constituent contribution) «y A: 

6 . .«P - ,*••* . ( 8 ) 

The present values for the electron «re (13] 

« t - <- 2.5» ± l . 54 ) . IO~ 1 0 (9) 

and for the muon (14,15) 

6 • (4.3 1 8.5)«10~ 9 . (»0) 
u 
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(M) 
• **» — in D O 1. i_„ i*2/w2%.i«""' 

The contributioua of graph I and 2 tor the lepton are (using A * I TeV, 
etn 2^ - 0.22) 

a ( l , ) - (1.6 k log M|/M2).10"7 

(0.88 k log M|/MJ)*10" 

whereas graph 3 yields 

.<*>-0.63..0-,0(log*Ll) 
** (12) 

a< e > -0.63.10~U (log^*4) • 

The laat tern givea no conatraint at all, whereas the linear relatione 
(II) are very restrictive. Either the masses of Hg *nd K. « r« equal to 
a phantaetic accuracy less than 2.5 X, or the coupling constant k ia of 

_2 order 0(10 ). But k ia argued [5] to be a certain overlap integral of 
bound composites, and should therefor« be of 0(1). Both effecta need a 
•ore aophiaticated explanation. 

V* believe that the aolution aeeas to be a model which posscssee 
at leaat two preonic acalea, «a auggeated by Pati [II). If we uae am 
effective cut-off of A ., > 150 TeV in equ. (6) ve gain the deaired 
factor 5*10 where we havt been out of magnitude for the «won anomaly. 
It should b« noted, that the value of A does not enter in the calcula
tions of ref. (3) in explaining the observed anomaloue hard photon «venta 
in Z decay, ao a higher value of A would not necessarily affect their 
result«. 

After this work waa done, we heard of two paper« by Aguila et.al.. 
and Suzuki (16 \ with a aimilar result concerning an anonaloua high con
tribution to o-2. 
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